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Panama Yacht Tours and Adventures

An overview of Panama’s Yacht Scene and why is good to charter yachts instead of owning one.

July 31, 2007 - PRLog -- The Republic of Panama is becoming the largest modern city in Central America.
There are tons of new projects and developments inside its city that gather modern materials and
architecture to its sight along with its oceans. 

At the same time there are foreign people immigrating from all over the world  to retire or simply explore
Panama’s city or interior which are both part of Panama’s Coast as the country counts with the Atlantic and
Pacific coast at only 1hr from each other. 

Inside Panama City there are only a minor amount of yacht owners and tons of wealthy families that could
consider the purchase of yacht, boat or sailboat. However, this purchase incurs a monthly maintenance fee
that in some occasions can reach $3000 - $4000 a month. Just think about the cleaning, the fuel costs,
operational costs, crew, etc, etc. But at the same time you can always keep positive and think about the
pleasure of navigating the N1 region for sport fishing. 

The Republic of Panama has over 250 fishing world records and due to its geographical position and
underwater topography it’s possible to have a tremendous amount of bill fish and game fish species year
round. 

If you are a seaman who enjoys cruising on yachts, boats or sailboats and considering owning one in the
Republic of Panama we encourage you to charter a selection of vessels provided by us. Why owning a
single type of yacht and limiting your self to one type of navigation? Or better, why spending $3000 -
$4000 a month if you could invest it on a private charter for your self instead of your boat? 

Most yacht owners don’t even use their boat more than twice a month and spend this type of money to keep
them.

If you can afford your boat’s satisfaction, why not changing it to your personal satisfaction?      

Why not chartering a boat once a month for less than $3000? 

If you though this was not possible then log into http://www.panamacruise.com.pa and you will see it for
you self. Over 30 Panama charters are offered to the public! 

Luxury Yachts, Motor Boats, Catamarans, Sailing Boats, Gullets and more!

# # #

Panama Marine Group, Inc specializes in yacht brokerage and yacht charters in the Republic of Panama
offering over 35 charters to pick from.

Website: www.panamacruise.com.pa

--- End ---
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